OHS RISK
MANAGEMENT GUIDE
- FOR MEAT PROCESSING PLANTS -

Prepared by:

Foreward
With funding supplied by the NSW WorkCover Authority, this Guide has
been created to provide Meat Processors with an information tool for
assistance in the understanding and implementation of Occupational
Health & Safety Risk Management in their workplace.
Risk Management is a process consisting of well-defined steps which,
when taken in sequence, support better decision making by contributing
to a greater insight into risks and their impacts. It is as much about
identifying opportunities as it is about avoiding losses. By adopting
effective Risk Management techniques you can help to improve safety,
quality and business performance in your company.
There are many benefits in implementing Risk Management procedures
including more effective strategic planning, better cost control, increased
knowledge and understanding of exposure to risk and strengthening
culture for continued improvement.
Current legislation has made CEOs, directors and managers increasingly
become personally accountable for workplace injuries. Therefore there is
a need for a strategy that assures they understand the implications and
risks associated with all activities in their establishment.
We hope that this publication assists meat processors to follow that path.

Kevin Cottrill
Chief Executive Officer
Australian Meat Industry Council
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INTRODUCTION:
What is This
Guide For and
Why is it
Necessary?

Legal Requirements
The NSW Occupational Health and Safety (OHS) Act 2000 and the NSW
OHS Regulation 2001 require employers to ensure the health and safety
of employees and non-employees at their place/s of work. However, the
Act does not state exactly how employers should do this. Rather, it
requires employers to:
•
identify what activities could place workers and others at risk of
injury or illness
•
assess how big a risk they pose and then
•
take steps to minimise the risk.
This process is known as Risk Management (RM). This guide is designed
to help the meat processing industry to apply this required RM approach to
their workplaces and therefore assist with meeting their legal obligations.
What if Plants Do Not Meet Their OHS Legal Obligations?
Non-compliance with the OHS legislation can have a serious impact on
individual workers, individual companies and the meat-processing
industry. These include:
•
Physical, emotional and social impacts on workers who may be
injured as a result of the risk in the workplace
•
Financial impact on employer through the workers compensation
premium (for every $ spent on an injured worker it will generally cost
the employer 3 times as much in premium over a 3 year period)
•
Possibility of significant fines to both the company and individuals in
the company if prosecuted by WorkCover
•
Loss of productivity due to skilled workers not being available if injured
•
Possible increase in staff turnover if workers do not feel safe in the workplace
•
Difficulty meeting customer requirements – meat processing customers
are increasingly requiring plants to meet OHS standards in their contracts.
What Will This Guide Help You To Do
The guide can be used to systematically work through the OHS legislation
requirements, assess how well you are meeting these requirements and help
you to methodically improve your level of compliance. It offers a number
of solutions to problems within the meat processing. However, as there
are many complex problems in the industry, it cannot offer ‘quick-fix’ solutions
to all problems. Rather it is designed to provide you with a framework and
detailed resources that will hep you to ensure all health and safety issues
are addressed, based on the priorities and the needs of your own workplace.
Who Can Use This Guide
The guide can be used by employers, managers, OHS personnel, OHS
Representatives and any worker with an interest in improving health and
safety in their workplace. However, as the OHS legislation requires that
staff are consulted on matters affecting their health and safety, most
activities will require input from a variety of people in the workplace.
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SECTION 1:
Step by Step How to Use the
Guide to
Manage Your
OHS Risks

NOTE
It is recommended that you initially read through all the Steps (pages
6-9). You will then have a clearer understanding of the overall process.
Once you have done this, start at Step 1 and work through each step,
referring to the various sections/resources, as/when required.

STEP 1:

BE CLEAR ABOUT WHY YOU SHOULD USE THIS GUIDE
You should already be clear about why you need to manage OHS risks,
and be ready to begin. If you are at all unclear about why it is important to
manage OHS risks (and hence why this guide has been developed) reread the Introduction.

STEP 2:

MAKE SURE YOU ARE READY TO COMMENCE RISK MANAGEMENT
Develop a system that can help with the overall management of OHS
Risk Management (RM) is one part of any effective OHS Management
Program. Other steps need to be taken to ensure that health and safety
issues are well managed. These are outlined in Section 6 of the Guide.
Having an appropriate ‘Frame of Mind’ for tackling OHS Risks
Once you have read the introduction, you will understand the importance of
improving health and safety management in your plant. The requirements of
the OHS legislation make it clear that there are many demands on
organisations to meet their legislative responsibilities. This initial understanding
can often be daunting. However, it is important to understand that improving
health and safety in an organisation requires a commitment over a length of
time. Improvement therefore requires a focus on priority setting and planning. It
also requires an understanding of the critical importance of:
•
Not feeling it is all too much and/or panicking, but planning for
improvement
•
Assessing to ensure you recognize what needs to be achieved
•
Starting with priorities
•
Staying focused on your priorities for improvement (unless evidence
shows that you should re-prioritise your activities)
•
Re-evaluating what has been achieved and celebrating what has
been achieved/improved!
To help with this process, it can be helpful to imagine yourself in a year’s
time, looking back at what has been achieved, rather than feeling
overwhelmed by what needs to be achieved.

STEP 3:

MATERIAL YOU SHOULD HAVE AVAILABLE BEFORE YOU BEGIN
There are a number of documents that are referred to in this document
that will allow you to gain a better understanding of issues discussed.
Refer to Section 2 for a listing of key documents. For additional useful
reference documents, to be used when issues are to be assessed in
more detail, refer to Section 5.
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STEP 4:

CONSIDER HOW MUCH YOU ALREADY KNOW ABOUT OHS RISK
MANAGEMENT
If you need to learn about, understand more about, or refresh your
memory about the OHS Risk Management process, proceed to Section 3.
If you are already very familiar with the OHS Risk Management Process,
proceed to Section 4. However, please ensure you understand:
•
The 2-Stage/Tier risk assessment process - Section 3.3
•
How risk ratings are arrived at - Section 3.4
•
How the different controls used, based on the Hierarchy of Control,
impact on the risk rating - Section 3.5 (theory) and Section 3.6
(examples).

STEP 5:

CONSIDER THE OHS RISK MANAGEMENT PROCESS AS IT APPLIES
TO THE MEAT INDUSTRY
In order to begin applying the RM process in the meat industry, it is useful
to have a framework and some examples to refer to. Section 4 provides
you with these.

STEP 6:

STEP 6: APPLY THE OHS RM PROCESS TO YOUR PLANT
Use the sample documents outlined in Section 4 to begin to assess your
plant’s current overall OHS performance.
Working with a group of staff (for example, foremen and members of the
OHS Consultative Committee), use the Sample Plant-Wide RCS outlined
in Section 4 and:
•
List which hazards you have in your plant
•
Assess the level of risk associated with these hazards in your plant
if there were NO controls in place ie the ‘Initial Risk Rating’
•
List the types of controls you currently have in place. To help you list
ALL the controls you have, use:
o
the examples from the Sample RCS in either the ‘Current
Controls’ or the ‘Additional Controls Required/Action To Be
Taken’ section
o
documents listed in Sections 2 and 5 (especially useful as a
‘Best Practice Model’ to compare your performance against, is
Appendix 3 from the Australian Meat Industry OHS Reference
Guide)
•
Based on the controls you currently have in place, assess the
remaining level of risk for hazards in your plant ie the ‘Residual Risk
Rating’. (Note: You should also refer to your injury statistics to give
you an idea of how well-controlled injuries are – if injuries are
occurring the risk is not well-controlled)
•
Transfer all this information onto your own RCS in the appropriate
section (refer to 4.1 for an explanation of the RCS layout).

STEP 7:

CONSIDER WHAT ADDITIONAL ACTION YOU COULD TAKE TO
FURTHER DECREASE RISK
Continuing to consult with a variety of staff, consider other steps you
could take to reduce risk. These ideas can be found through:
•
Suggestions from staff
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•
Reference to documents listed in Sections 2 and 5
•
Using the Sample RCS outlined in Section 4
•
Seeking ideas from other plants
•
Seeking assistance from experts.
Do not hesitate to put all ideas down. While actions may not ‘solve’ the
problem (ie eliminate the risk), they may help to reduce some of the risk.
Even if they look an expensive or ‘impossible’ idea for the moment, you
are working on ideas that will be implemented over many years (re-refer
to Step 2). However, do not try to get into too much detail at this
stage. Seeking too much information at this stage can mean you delay
getting started on improving the controls for your high priority risks. Once
priorities are set for improvement, more detailed information will be
sought (refer to Steps 8, 9 and Section 3).
Transfer this information onto your own RCS in ‘Additional Controls
Required/Action To Be Taken’.
STEP 8:

DETERMINE YOUR PRIORITIES FOR ACTION TO FURTHER
DECREASE RISK
Continuing to work with a variety of staff, use your own RCS (developed
as outlined in Step 7) and:
•
List the hazards in your plant that still have a ‘Residual Risk Rating’
of 1 or 2. These will generally be the priorities for action.

STEP 9:

DETERMINE THE ACTION TO BE TAKEN TO BETTER CONTROL OHS
RISK
Continuing to work with a variety of staff and the list developed in Step 8:
•
Review the possible control options listed in ‘Additional Controls
Required/Action To Be Taken’ section for hazards with a high
‘Residual Risk Rating’ (ie ‘1’ or ‘2’)
•
Decide on the actions to be taken to better control risk. You will need
to consider the impact of actions on the ‘Residual Risk Rating’ (refer
to Section 3.3). Some actions will be straightforward, for example
“Supervisors to ensure all workers wear the stated PPE for the
allocated tasks”. Others will require research to investigate the best
options available. Properly researching the options is especially
critical if you are to spend a considerable amount of money and/or
make considerable changes to processes so that valuable resources
are not wasted on implementing less than optimal controls and/or
create additional risks. Documents referred to in Sections 2 and 5
under specific headings will form the basis for this research
•
Determine who is responsible for implementing the action and the
timeframe for completion (Note: some timeframes will be short, for
example, “Replace signs” but many will require longer timeframes for
example, “Increase rotation of workers on legging operations”
•
Record the actions to be taken in an appropriate document so that
management can review progress. This document will also include
the ‘Responsible Person’ and the ‘Due Completion Date’. A sample
document is outlined as Appendix 2.
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STEP 10:

REVIEW THE IMPACT OF THE CONTROLS IMPLEMENTED
Continue to work with staff to review the additional controls implemented
in Step 9. If:
•
The risk has reduced, update the ‘Residual Risk Rating’ and the
‘Current Controls’ sections of the RCS
•
The situation has improved but there is no reduction in risk rating,
decide on additional options to be taken to reduce risk
•
There has been no reduction in risk rating, consider why this has
occurred and then decide on what action needs to be taken to
reduce risk.

STEP 11:

CONSIDER SYSTEM AND IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES FOR OHS RISK
MANAGEMENT
Refer to Sections 6 and 7 to ensure consideration is given to how
changes to risk control strategies are implemented and on the impact of
other programs.

STEP 12:

MONITOR TO ENSURE THE CONTROLS CONTINUE TO BE
IMPLEMENTED
Monitor to ensure all controls are being consistently implemented (refer to
Section 6).

STEP 13:

CONTINUE TO IMPLEMENT CONTROLS FOR OTHER RISKS
Continue to reduce risk by implementing Steps 8-12 for risks in specific
parts of the plant and/or plant-wide medium priority risks.

STEP 14:

EVALUATE THE OHS RISK MANAGEMENT PROGRAM
Evaluate the impact across the plant of the actions you have taken by
doing a review of the changes made and how they have impacted on:
•
The ‘Residual Risk Rating’
•
Injury rates and severity
•
Staff satisfaction with the program.
This should be undertaken on a six-monthly or an annual basis.

STEP 15:

CONTINUE WITH RISK MANAGEMENT PROGRAM
The management of OHS risk is an on-going activity. This can be due to:
•
The number of risks that need to be managed
•
Research findings changing risk severity or controls required
•
Changes in technology and techniques
•
Changes in business focus.
Therefore, you will need to continue to reduce risk by implementing Steps
8-14. It is therefore important that your OHS activities are programmed into
your overall business plans for the company into the foreseeable future.
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SECTION 2:
Key Documents
Recommended
for Use with
the Guide

Core NSW Legislation/Guidance – Available through WorkCover NSW*
Occupational Health and Safety Act 2000 (NSW)
Summary of the Occupational Health and Safety Act 2000 (NSW) (100.1)**
Occupational Health and Safety Regulation 2001 (NSW) with Margin
Notes (108)
Summary of the Occupational Health and Safety Regulation 2001
(NSW) (106)
WorkCover NSW - Code of Practice for OHS Consultation (2001)
(+ Chapter 3 of OHS Regulation) (311)
WorkCover NSW - Code of Practice for Risk Assessment (2001) (963)
WorkCover NSW - Risk Management at Work Guide (2001) (425)
WorkCover NSW - Code of Practice for Technical Guidance (2001)
(962) – provides list of Approved documents for such activities as
Boilers, Lifting Gear. The most relevant of these have also been
incorporated in Section 5.
Other Key Documents to Have on Hand – Available through MLA*
Occupational Health and Safety Reference Guide (OHSRG) Australian
Meat Industry (2002) – AMPC/MLA
* Refer to Appendix 3 of this document for details on where and how to access documents
** Numbers in bold in the ‘NSW Legislation and WorkCover NSW Resources’ section of the table
refers to the number of the publication in the WorkCover Publications Catalogue (available on the
WorkCover website) (This number was chosen as even though the number may not always reflect
the document number given to publications downloaded from the web-site, it is a more
comprehensive list of documents available from WorkCover than are on the website).
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SECTION 3:
Overview of
OHS Risk
Management

3.1 OVERVIEW OF RISK MANAGEMENT PROCESS
Refer also to the “Risk Management at Work Guide” from WorkCover NSW (Section 2).
There are three main stages in the Risk Management (RM) Process. They are:
•
Identify the Hazards
•
Assess the Level of Risk for Hazards
•
Control the Risks
These stages are described below.
An additional critical step in the process involves monitoring and evaluating the
impact of the risk controls put in place and is discussed in various parts of the
guide, particularly Steps 12-14 in Section 1.

3.2

IDENTIFICATION OF THE HAZARDS

The meat industry includes many different types of hazards and most people in the
industry will be aware of many of these. They can generally be summarised as covering:
•
Biological eg Q-Fever, Plant allergies, Legionella, Hepatitis
•
Environment eg noise, light, heat, cold
•
Physical eg slips/trips/falls
•
Chemical eg poisons, gases, dust
•
Ergonomic eg manual handling, repetitive tasks, vibration
•
Mechanical eg crush, cuts
•
Electrical
•
Radiation eg UV exposure
•
Psychological.
However, industry knowledge is not enough to be able to identify all hazards and/or the
potential risk for these activities. One of the reasons for this is that, in any industry, we
become at ease with the risks we see and experience every day. Therefore, we need
to use a number of different methods to identify hazards around us. This can include:
•
Reviewing what the legislation requires – particularly Chapters 4-8 of the OHS
Regulation (also refer to Section 5 for more information on specific hazards)
•
Consultation with employees who do the job and/or their representatives
•
Analysis of workplace injury/illness records
•
Inspecting the workplace – especially useful if this is done by someone
who does not work in this area all the time and/or by asking questions that
begin with “What if ….”
•
Listening to what workers complain about most
•
Findings of a formal safety audit
•
Reading information that has been supplied with equipment (manufacturers
manual) or chemicals (Material Safety Data Sheets - MSDS)
•
Reviewing maintenance requests to see what is regularly requiring repair/attention
•
Reviewing accident/incident investigations
•
Talking to other processors
•
Seeking advice from experts.

3.3 ASSESSING RISK – A 2-STAGE APPROACH
Once hazards have been identified, each needs to be assessed to determine
the level of risk associated with each activity. This helps to determine priorities
for action. This is usually done in 2 stages:
•
Initial brief ‘snapshot’ assessment of all hazards to determine level of risk.
This is a way of determining initial priorities.
•
More detailed assessments are then conducted on the high priority risks
and action taken to decrease risks associated with these activities.
This approach is especially useful in the meat processing industry because of
the complexity of the industry and the number of hazards present.
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STAGE 1:

INITIAL RISK ASSESSMENT
To obtain an initial ‘snapshot’ of the workplace risks, assess each
identified risk using Hazpak Risk Assessment Matrix below. Record this
initial assessment on the Risk Control Summary (refer to Section 4).
Once this is recorded, based on the level of risk, you can begin to set
priorities to conduct more detailed Risk Assessments (RA) as required.
HAZPAK Risk Assessment Matrix*
How SEVERELY Could it Hurt Someone?
How Likely is it to
Hurt Someone? (If
NO controls in place)

Kill or Cause
Permanent
Disability or Ill
Health

Cause Long Term
Illness or Serious
Injury

Medical Attention
and/or Several
Days Off Work

First Aid Only

Very likely – could
happen regularly

1

1

2

3

Likely – could
happen occasionally

1

2

3

4

Unlikely – could
happen, but
only rarely

2

3

4

5

Very unlikely –
could happen, but
probably never will

3

4

5

6

*Hazpak - WorkCover NSW
STAGE 2:

MORE DETAILED RISK ASSESSMENT
To conduct a more detailed Risk Assessment, the following steps
are followed
Obtain more detailed information on identified hazards (refer to Sections
2 and 5)
Assess/evaluate risk. This may require use of specialist forms and/or
documents and/or expert assistance (refer again to Sections 2 and 5)
Consider controls already in place
Determine level of remaining risk
Determine additional actions required
Document assessment and inform those affected.

3.4 ELIMINATING OR CONTROLLING RISK
Once hazards have been identified and the level of risk assessed, steps
must be taken to try to eliminate or minimise the level of risk associated
with the task. In OHS there is a well-established set of steps for managing
risks. These steps (known as the hierarchy of control) range from the most
effective to the least effective methods for managing risk. Therefore, every
effort should be made to use the first of these methods. In practice though,
many risk control measures will require a combination of approaches.
i)

Elimination: In this case the hazard or risk is eliminated by
changing/stopping the process entirely. For example a conveyor is put
in place to eliminate the need for lifting and carrying of boxes in one
part of the operation.
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ii)

iii)

iv)

v)

Substitution: The hazard is replaced by a process or material that
presents a lower risk. For example, a chemical is replaced with another
chemical that has fewer health effects.
Engineering controls: This method of risk reduction involves
engineering changes that effectively isolate or reduce the hazard. For
example, enclosing noisy machines, use of local exhaust ventilation
and machine guards. This type of control is effective as long as it is
maintained in good working order.
Administrative controls: These controls rely on developing safe
procedures and work methods. Examples of administrative controls
include developing safe work method statements, training staff,
issuing permits to work and certificates of competency. These
methods of risk control depend on human behaviour for their success
and hence are less reliable than other methods.
Personal Protective Equipment (PPE): PPE is worn as a barrier
between the person and the hazard. To be effective PPE needs to be
properly chosen, maintained and used. PPE is the least effective
control measure because it depends on skill in selection and on the
knowledge and behaviour of the individual worker.

3.5 ISSUES TO CONSIDER WHEN ASSESSING RISK AND
IMPLEMENTING CONTROLS
Determining risk and implementing controls can often be a complicated
activity. However, some basics to remember include:
•
The higher up the hierarchy the controls you implement are, the
more you have reduced the risk (refer to Case Studies below)
•
Controls can be implemented in a staged approach over a period of
time
•
Even if the control comes from the lower levels of the hierarchy,
small changes to each task can make a significant difference to the
overall risk rating across the plant
•
Implementing one control may raise other hazards and these also
need to be managed (refer to Case Studies).
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3.6

Cases to Demonstrate Aspects of Assessing and Controlling Risk

Case Study 1: Skin Removal
Task: Using non-powered knife to remove skin from beast
Risks:

Preferred
Control
Option

Best
Control

Least
preferable
control

A - Risk of cuts from knife – Initial Risk Rating = 1
B - Risk of manual handling and ergonomic injury – Initial Risk Rating = 1
Type of
Control

Control

Other issues to consider
with this control

Residual
Risk Rating
(if all raised issues
in previous column
dealt with)

Eliminate –
design control

Install a hidepuller

Control risk of falling down
hide chutes
Consider how to manage
risks associated with poorcondition-beasts pulling
apart and falling
Consider how to manage
risks associated with
working at height
Ensure workers hands
cannot be caught in pulling
mechanism/motion

Substitute –
design control

Use a powered Severity of cuts potentially
A–2
whizzard knife greater Æ ensure all users
B–3
fully trained in use
Potential ergonomic risk from
vibration and poor handle
design Æ assess knife design

Administrative
control

Institute job
rotation

Ensure staff have sufficient skills A – 1
to safely do all tasks allocated B – 2
Ensure staff rotate to tasks
that use different parts of the
body/different movements

Administrative
control

Train staff in safe
use of knives
and in manual
handling

Ensure staff are competent
in the skills taught
Supervisors to ensure staff
follow safe procedures

Provide PPE

Provide
gloves/aprons

Generally only deals with cuts and A – 2
B–1
may add additional manual
handling risks when grasping hide
Consider effect of heat due
to wearing additional PPE
Ensure PPE chosen is
appropriate to task
Supervisors to ensure staff
wear prescribed PPE
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A–2
B–3

A–2
B – 1-2

Case Study 1: Skin Removal Situation 1

Case Study 1: Skin Removal Situation 2
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Case Study 2: Beef Stickhole
The following case study contrasts two situations and compares the risk ratings for the
various set-ups. It also highlights issues that need to be dealt with if changes are to be made.
Task: Sticking Beast: Situation 1
Risks*:

A
B
C
D

-

Risk
Risk
Risk
Risk

of
of
of
of

being kicked by animal – Initial Risk Rating = 1
manual handling and ergonomic injury – Initial Risk Rating = 1
crush from escaped animal – Initial Risk Rating = 1
electrocution from immobiliser – Initial Risk Rating = 1

Preferred
Control
Option

Type of
Control

Best
Control

Eliminate/
Substitute
– design
control

Control

Other issues to
Residual
consider with this Risk Rating
(if all raised
control
issues in
previous column
dealt with)

Administrative
controls

A Immobiliser installed and
designed to be used by 2
operators + sufficient space for
operators to stand back and
observe animal behaviour when
lowered
B Raised knocking box and cradle
to minimise bending and reaching
for sticking, roding and immobilising
C Cradle design decreases
chances of beast getting off
cradle
Escape door in stickhole and
gate to stop entering main floor.
D Immobiliser not closed circuit
(2 operators) and low amps

A Correct stunning procedure
used (as per QA SOP)
Mirror provided so stunner
can view sticker to ensure
ready for beast
Visible signal so stickhole aware
beast about to be lowered
Immobiliser used by 2
operators K distance from legs
Ensure immobiliser used on
every beast
B Staff trained in safe correct
roding procedure and in manual
handling
Job rotation instituted
C Staff trained in procedure for
escaped animal including drills
to ensure all familiar with use of
escape door and gate
16

A–2
B–3
C–2
D–6

B Consider impact
on other
workstations
C Ensure door easy
to operate and in
most appropriate spot

D Ensure immobiliser
cannot be operated
by single operator
Ensure staff are
competent in the
skills taught
Supervisors to
ensure staff follow
safe procedures
Ensure staff have
sufficient skills to
safely do all tasks
allocated

A–1
B–2
C–2
D–6

Least
preferable
control

Provide
PPE

A – Nil (could provide hard hat,
face mask)
N/A for other risks

Consider heat effect
of wearing hard hat
in stickhole

A – 1 (2 if
provided)
B, C, D –
No effect

* Personnel should be aware that this table only addresses some of the hazards in the
stickhole. Others not addressed include use of knife, risk from swinging beast once
shackled and risks associated with slippery floor.
Case Study 2: Stickhole - Situation 1
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Task: Sticking Beast: Situation 2
Risks*:

A - Risk of being kicked by animal – Initial Risk Rating = 1
B - Risk of manual handling and ergonomic injury – Initial Risk Rating = 1
C - Risk of crush from escaped animal – Initial Risk Rating = 1

Preferred
Control
Option

Type of
Control

Control

Best
Control

Eliminate/
Substitute
– design
control

A Sufficient space for operators
to stand back and observe
animal behaviour when lowered
B Nil
C Escape door in stickhole

Administrative
controls

Least
preferable
control

Provide
PPE

Other issues to
Residual
consider with this Risk Rating
control
A–1
B–1
C – 1-2

A Correct stunning procedure
used (as per QA SOP)
B Staff trained in safe correct
roding procedure and in manual
handling
Some job rotation
C Staff trained in procedure for
escaped animal including drills
to ensure all familiar with use of
escape door

Ensure staff are
competent in the
skills taught
Supervisors to
ensure staff follow
safe procedures
Ensure staff have
sufficient skills to
safely do all tasks
allocated

A–1
B – 1-2
C–2

A Provide hard hat for potential
kicks to head
N/A for other risks

Consider heat effect
of wearing hard hat
in stickhole

A–2
B, C – No
effect

* Personnel should be aware that this table only addresses some of the hazards in the
stickhole. Others not addressed include use of knife, risk from swinging beast once
shackled and risks associated with slippery floor.
Case Study 2: Beef Stickhole - Situation 2
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Case Study 3: T-Bone Bagging
Task: Placing T-Bone Pieces into Bags for Cryovacing
Risks:

Risk of manual handling and ergonomic injury – Initial Risk Rating = 1

Preferred
Control
Option

Type of
Control

Best
Control

Eliminate/
Substitute
– design
control

New feed design reduces risk
by:
- eliminating the need to lift meat
and place in bag
- minimising twisting

Check ‘catch’ points
on belt
Ensure work height
is suitable for all
people

Administrative
controls

Staff trained in manual handling
techniques
Job rotation

2
Ensure staff are
competent in the
skills taught
Supervisors to ensure
staff follow manual
handling procedures
Ensure staff have
sufficient skills to
safely do all tasks
allocated

Provide
PPE

Gloves to assist with gripping to
reduce upper body strain

Least
preferable
control

Control

Other issues to
Residual
consider with this Risk Rating
(if all raised
control
issues in
previous column
dealt with)

Case Study 3: Manual Handling
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2-3

1-2

Overview of Risk Control Summary Tool
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Also in the risk control summary at the end of the document are:
•
The OHS training needs for staff in that area to manage the particular risks (near end of RCS) refer to page 31
•
The matrix used to assess the level of risk (at end of the RCS) refer to page 31.

Because possible controls are summarised on one document, the organisation can more readily decide on priorities for action. Priorities
are set by:
Reviewing Current Residual Risk - to determine where the most risk still exists
Considering the Possible Residual Risk – to determine where and how risk can be further reduced
Assessing where the greatest risk reduction can be gained – considering the level of risk and the resources available.

The RCS summarizes the major aspects of the OHS risk management program. OHS RCS are developed for the organisation as a
whole and for each floor/section.

4.1

Once you have read this information you will be able to use this as a basis for reviewing the management of risk in your own plant.

In order to begin applying the RM process in the meat industry, it is useful to have a framework and some examples to refer to. Section
4 provides you with:
•
A useful framework/tool for recording, in a succinct way, the large amount of information that the initial risk review will generate.
This tool is called a Risk Control Summary (RCS)
•
An overview of the types of hazards in the meat processing industry
•
The level of risk associated with these hazards
•
Various methods that plants in NSW have found to control these risk.

Section 4: OHS Risk Management in the Meat Industry: Samples and Tools to Use

Signed

Location/
Plant/
Task

Revision

No

RCS ??

Hazard/s

Initial
Risk
Rating*
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Current Controls
•
•
•
•
Additional Controls Required/Action To Be Taken
•
•
•

Include references to other documents such as work instructions, plans

Control Measures

Rating based on Work Cover NSW Hazpak rating matrix – refer to end of document
* = This rating assesses how big the risk could be if there were NO controls in place
** = This is the residual rating of risk ie how risky is it if all the controls are implemented as stated

Residual
Risk
Rating**

Date
Implemented/
Updated

RA = Risk Assessment
IM = Injury Management
WI = Work Instruction PPE = Personal Protective Equipment OOS = Occupational Overuse Syndrome P = Procedure F = Form

Developed with input from ??, Plant Manager; ??, HR Manager; OHS Committee
Codes
OHS = Occupational Health and Safety RCS = Risk Control Summaries

Manager/Supervisor

OHS RCS outlines:
Who is in charge of OHS in the area (Manager/supervisor)
The number of the RCS – for record keeping and reference
The consultation undertaken on the OHS hazards for each area (Developed with input from)
Revision status – as RCS gets updated/reviewed this will assist with ensuring have latest version of the RCS
The section of the plant to which the hazard applies
The description of the hazard
The level of risk associated with that hazard
The current controls in place to manage this hazard
The level of residual risk with these controls in place (the Current Residual Risk)
How long those controls have been in place
A summary of additional controls that could be put in place to better manage the risks associated with the hazard
The level of residual risk if these were implemented (the Possible Residual Risk)

Date

The
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Manager/Supervisor

Sample Plant-Wide Risk Control Summary
Signed

No

RCS 01

Hazard/s

General
OHS Risks

Location/
Plant/
Task

Plantwide

1

Initial
Risk
Rating*

Residual
Risk
Rating**

P = Procedure

Date
Implemented/
Updated

F = Form
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Additional Controls Required/Action To Be Taken
• Refer to RCS and OHS Action Log (F 22)

Various
Dec 02
Current Controls
depending
• OHS Responsibilities understood by all (refer to OHS Policy (P 01), job
on task
Jan 03
descriptions, WI and OHS Procedures)
• System in place to report, assess and prioritise risks (refer to OHS
Various
Action Log (F 22), risk assessments (F 04) and consultation forums)
• Numerous strategies to control risks in place (refer to RCS, WI and
OHS Procedures)
• Training for all staff in risks associated with tasks (Refer to Plant-Wide
Induction Program (P 03) and training program including on-the-job
assessment and WI)
• Consultation with staff on OHS issues through Toolbox meetings, OHS
Consultation Committee and risk assessments
• IM including First Aid and rehabilitation to minimise impact of any injury
(refer to IM Policy - P 02 and IM Program and Procedures – P05)
• Site safety rules in place – refer to Employee Information Handbook,
• Regular inspection program (P14)

Include references to other documents such as work instructions, plans

Control Measures

Rating based on Work Cover NSW Hazpak rating matrix – refer to end of document
* = This rating assesses how big the risk could be if there were NO controls in place
** = This is the residual rating of risk ie how risky is it if all the controls are implemented as stated

WI = Work Instruction PPE = Personal Protective Equipment OOS = Occupational Overuse Syndrome

Revision
1
Developed with input from ??, Plant Manager; ??, HR Manager; OHS Committee; Jenny Barron, OHS Consultant, PWS
Codes
OHS = Occupational Health and Safety
RCS = Risk Control Summaries
RA = Risk Assessment
IM = Injury Management

Date

4.2

Plantwide
(Cont’d)

Location
/Plant/
Task

Q-Fever

Hazard/s

1
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Current Controls
x 24 hour security service ensures access to plant restricted with appropriate
signage and sign-in procedures
x All new employees participate in Q-Fever vaccination program (refer to
Procedure P06)
x Contractors are inducted and all contractors who work on plant are vaccinated
and most of other contractors (eg drivers) are vaccinated
x Visitors are provided with information re risks and are encouraged to have
vaccination. Otherwise sign a ‘waiver’ acknowledging risks they are taking
x Procedures in place to decrease risks to visitors who are not vaccinated (eg
wear respirator if in high risk areas)
Additional Controls Required/Action To Be Taken
x Strengthen Security procedures (P10) to decrease risk of visitors entering plant
without being assessed
x Ensure all contractors and regular visitors are vaccinated

Initial
Control Measures
Risk Include references to other documents such as work instructions, plans
Rating*

3

Residual Date
Risk
Implem
Rating** ented/
Updated
3

Hazard/s

Risks from
Emergencies
including fire,
chemical/gas
spill, bomb
threat

Locatio
n/Plant/
Task

Plantwide
(Cont’d)

Initial
Risk
Rating
*
1
Control Measures
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Current Controls
x Fire fighting equipment in place and maintained
x Basic training given at induction
x Signage re emergency exits and assembly points and emergency procedures
posted
x Restricted access areas
x Designated smoking areas
x Fire warden training conducted
x Responsible staff trained in safe handling of chemical/gas
x Regular maintenance/checks of Dangerous Goods/Hazardous Substances
storage facilities
x Daily checking of integrity of wall panelling and currently reviewing panelling
with view to replacing with less flammable material
x Cold and hot work permits completed
Additional Controls Required/Action To Be Taken
x Install alarm system
x Install fire detection systems
x Emergency procedures to be updated
x Document tool-box meetings where training in emergency procedures
x Investigate ammonia leak alarm system
x Regular drills to be conducted
x Evaluate drills (and any emergencies) Æ improve procedures
x Review emergency exits/lights/signs
x Bunding of diesel store
x Refer to specific additional planned controls in OHS Action Log (F 21) and in
Maintenance RCS

Include references to other documents such as work instructions, plans

2-3

1-2

Residua
l Risk
Rating**

Date
Impleme
nted/
Updated

Location
/Plant/
Task

Manual
Handling and
Occupational
Overuse
Syndrome
(OOS) injury
from widevariety of
tasks

Hazard/s

1
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Current Controls
x Numerous strategies to controls manual handling risks in place (refer to Work
Instructions and OHS Procedures)
x Basic training given at induction and reinforced through tool-box meetings and
in training program
x Rotation of workers/tasks in some areas
x Some staff do exercises/stretches
x Daily review of workers with initial symptoms of OOS by RTW Coordinator
x Onsite remedial massage available 1/week
x Regular maintenance program to ensure safe equipment operation
Additional Controls Required/Action To Be Taken
x Increased supervision to ensure appropriate procedures followed
x Ensure document tool-box meetings where training conducted
x Investigate rotation program in all areas
x Formalise and extend warm-up/stretch exercise program
x Refer to specific additional planned controls in department RCS and in OHS
Action Log (F 21)

Initial
Control Measures
Risk Include references to other documents such as work instructions, plans
Rating*

2-4

1-2

Residual Date
Risk
Implem
Rating** ented/
Updated

1

1

Risk of cuts and
occupational
overuse syndrome
from use of knife

Risk of slips, trips
and falls

Plant-wide
(Cont'd)

Initial
Risk
Rating*

Hazard/s

Location/
Plant/
Task

Control Measures
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Current Controls
• Basic training given at induction
• Full training on how to use and sharpen knife when start to use knife (refer to
P 12 - Safe Knife Handling Procedure and PPE Matrix (F14) for each area)
• Rotation of workers/tasks in some areas
• Risks of cuts in load out significantly reduced through use of different
cutting implements and new procedures
Additional Controls Required/Action To Be Taken
• Increased supervision to ensure appropriate PPE worn
• Increased training and monitoring to ensure safe use
• RA on using knife-sharpening jig
• RA on wearing gloves when sharpening knives
• RA on knife use in off-floor areas eg yards, maintenance
• RA re taking knives from site (re risks when travelling and to non-employees)
Current Controls
• Non-slip coating on most floor areas (and regularly replaced/repaired including short term repairs for identified areas in interim)
• Adequate lighting in most areas
• Designated walkways, no running and restricted access areas
• Risks explained at induction
• Regular program of housekeeping to keep floors and passageways clear
Additional Controls Required/Action To Be Taken
• Introduce replacement/checking program of grates, stands and walkways
• Introduce replacement/checking program for rubber boots
• Review lighting (including quantity, type and use of reflective strips etc)
• Program to have non-slip coating on all floor areas ) refer to
• Full Risk Assessment of high priority risk areas
) OHS Action Log
• Ensure all slippery areas have short term repairs/fixes
• Increased supervision to ensure appropriate housekeeping standards met

Include references to other documents such as work instructions, plans

2-3

1-2

2

1-2

Residual
Risk
Rating**

Date
Implemented/
Updated

1

1

Risk of hearing
loss from noise
exposure

Risk of burns,
illness, explosion
from exposure
to hazardous
substances
(chemicals,
gases etc)

Plant-wide
(Cont'd)

Initial
Risk
Rating*

Hazard/s

Location/
Plant/
Task

Control Measures
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Current Controls
• Use of hearing protection - variety of types available and warning signs posted
• Basic training given at induction
• Regular testing of noise levels (6-monthly)
Additional Controls Required/Action To Be Taken
• Increased training to ensure hearing protection correctly worn and cared for
• Regular hearing testing to be conducted - including pre-placement and at exit
• Noise risks to be considered with all new purchases/designs
Current Controls
• All chemicals assessed prior to coming on site
• Most hazardous substances on site are on the hazardous substances
register and Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) are available at sites of use
• Basic training given at induction and reinforced at toolbox meetings
• Additional training given to cleaning staff and to maintenance staff (eg use of
specific chemicals, Confined Spaces training, Chlorine and Ammonia Safety)
• Dangerous goods licence up-to-date and safe store on site
• Appropriate PPE provided and worn
• Some emergency showers and eye-wash in place
Additional Controls Required/Action To Be Taken
• Ensure all substances (eg paints) are assessed prior to coming on site ensure use Safe Purchasing and Design Procedure
• Identification of all hazardous substances on site and add to hazardous
substances register and ensure have MSDS on all
• RA re use of substances on site - starting with cleaning chemicals - to
determine if risk can be reduced and/or if current controls are adequate
• Provide additional training to maintenance staff on Chlorine, CO2 and
Ammonia Safety
• Review of chlorine storage and handling processes
• Review adequacy and operation of emergency showers etc

Include references to other documents such as work instructions, plans

4

3

3

2

Residual
Risk
Rating**

Date
Implemented/
Updated

Location
/Plant/
Task

Risk of burns,
from hot water

Risk of
dermatitis
and infection
from poor
hygiene
standards

Hazard/s
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Current Controls
x Allergies assessed when employed Æ placement into appropriate jobs
x Basic training given at induction
x Additional training given to those handling chemicals and constantly using hot
water
x Gloves worn by most staff dealing with potential risk
x Proactive/early management of all dermatitis cases
x Adequate facilities for hygiene and skin care including barrier cream
x Regular inspection of air-conditioning water towers/vents etc (Refer to OHS
Inspection Schedule P09)
Additional Controls Required/Action To Be Taken
x Nil
1 or 2 – Current Controls
depend x Basic training given at induction
s on
x Water temperature decreased after production to decrease risk to cleaners –
plant
and checked prior to crew starting work
x Review of PPE integrity by supervisors
x Additional training given as new jobs started
x Personal Protective Equipment (eg gloves, aprons, boots) provided and worn
Additional Controls Required/Action To Be Taken
x RA re selection of gloves and knife/equipment washes
x RA of PPE used by cleaning crew(including ensuring pants worn over boots)

2

Initial
Control Measures
Risk Include references to other documents such as work instructions, plans
Rating*

3

2

5

Residua Date
l Risk Impleme
Rating** nted/
Updated

1

1

1

Risk of crush,
explosion,
amputation from
equipment and
plant

Risk of crush, cuts,
falls, etc to self and
others while under
the influence of
drugs and alcohol

Risk due to
security
breaches

Plant-wide
(Cont'd)

Initial
Risk
Rating*

Hazard/s

Location/
Plant/
Task
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Current Controls
• Only licensed, or specifically trained, and authorised personnel are to
operate plant and equipment
• Regular maintenance and checking program conducted (P 14)
• Restricted access areas
• Lockout and danger tag procedure in place
• As appropriate, staff trained on how to maintain their own equipment (eg
PPE, tools, knives)
• Appropriate PPE provided and worn
• Basic training given at induction
Additional Controls Required/Action To Be Taken
• Develop plant and equipment register
• Conduct RA on plant and develop specific controls including personnel
license/training requirements (to include contractors), safe use and
maintenance requirements
• Increased supervision and training to ensure appropriate procedures
followed
Current Controls
• Basic training given at induction highlighting company drug and alcohol
policy and associated requirements
Additional Controls Required/Action To Be Taken
• Offer of Employee Assistance Programs/support to those wishing to
improve their management of any problems
Current Controls
• 24 hour security service Æ access to site limited to authorised personnel
• Contractor agreements outline security requirements
Additional Controls Required/Action To Be Taken
• ID to be worn

Include references to other documents such as work instructions, plans

Control Measures

3

3

3

2

2-3

1-2

Residual
Risk
Rating**

Date
Implemented/
Updated

Location
/Plant/
Task

1

1-2

Risk of injury
from violence/
bullying
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Current Controls
x Rise-fall stands have rails and kickboards in front and are regularly maintained
x Anchor points added to some roofs, fall arrest systems supplied and workers
trained in use
x Working at height procedure in place
x Portable ladders are regularly checked to ensure in good condition
Additional Controls Required/Action To Be Taken
x Conduct RA on all fixed ladders (against Australian Standard requirements)
x Conduct RA on working at height activities carried out by cleaning and
maintenance staff
x Investigate operators on platforms > 2 metres to wear harnesses
x Conduct RA on remaining roofs and determine most appropriate
Current Controls
x Basic training given at induction highlighting company policy and legislation
x Supervisors monitor
Additional Controls Required/Action To Be Taken
x Review current practice against WorkCover Code of Practice
x Purchase video to show to staff

Initial
Control Measures
Risk Include references to other documents such as work instructions, plans
Rating*

Risk of severe
injuries from
fall from
height

Hazard/s

3

2

3

1-3
(depen
ding on
area)

Residua Date
l Risk Impleme
Rating** nted/
Updated

Training Required

For Whom

How
Often

Urgency

Provided
Since or
Planned For

5

4

3
4

2

1

2

Medical Attention
and/or
Several Days Off Work

3

1
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Cause Long Term
Illness or Serious
Injury

1

Kill or Cause
Permanent Disability
or Ill Health

Unlikely –
2
could happen, but only rarely
Very unlikely –
3
could happen, but probably
never will
* If NO controls in place
From Hazpak, WorkCover NSW

Very likely –
could happen regularly
Likely –
could happen occasionally

How Likely is it to Hurt
Someone?*

HAZPAK Risk Assessment Matrix
How Severely Could it Hurt Someone?*

6

5

4

3

First Aid Only

Note: Information from this table will be used as part of the organisational-wide training needs assessment and will shape all training
plans

Hazard

Training Needs Assessment Based on Above Review of Hazards and Risks

Load Out

Location/Plant/
Task

1

1

Risk of Injury from
Manual Handling of
Carcasses

Risk of Injury from
Manual Handling of
Cartons

Hazard/s

Initial
Risk
Rating*
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Current Controls
x Basic training given at Induction
x Rotation of workers/tasks
x Pre-employment screening to assess functional
capacity
Additional Controls Required/Action To Be Taken
x Conduct RA Æ Develop procedures to minimise
manual handling loads Æ implement with education
x Additional training in Manual Handling/Ergonomics
x Ensure correct loading/lifting techniques adopted
x Consider warm up/stretch exercises
x Review of task rotation program
x Ergonomic assessments
x Investigate use of new roller/hook design to reduce
push forces required
x Work with transport companies on long term solutions
to standard rail systems
x Work with customers to reduce size of carcasses (ie
delivers quarters rather than half)
Current Controls
x As per MH carcasses
Additional Controls Required/Action To Be Taken
x Conduct RA on all aspects of carton handling
procedures to minimise risk eg double-handling,
loading of freezers and trucks

Include references to other documents such as work
instructions, plans

Control Measures

Sample Extracts from RCS for Hazards in Various Sections of the Plant

Extract from Sample RCS - Load Out

4.3

3

1

3

1

Residual
Risk
Rating**

Date
Implemented/
Updated

Cleaning
across plant

Location/Plant/
Task

1

1

Risk of Burns/Illnesses
from Chemicals

Initial
Risk
Rating*

Risk of Crush Injury
when cleaning
equipment if
accidentally turned on

Hazard/s

Extract from Sample RCS - Cleaning
Control Measures
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Current Controls
x Basic training given at Induction
x Supervisor checks to ensure equipment switched off
Additional Controls Required/Action To Be Taken
x Conduct RA Æ Develop Lock Out/Danger Tag
Procedure
x Upgrade equipment with lock out equipment
x Train staff on procedure for plant they clean
x Supervisor to ensure correct procedure being followed
Current Controls
x Basic training at induction
x PPE provided
Additional Controls Required/Action To Be Taken
x Conduct RA on all chemicals used (including review of
MSDS)
Æ Consider if safer substitution possible and/or
Æ Review adequacy of storage and decanting procedures
Æ Develop procedures (including PPE matrix) for use
Æ Investigate need for safety shower
Æ More formal training in Safe Handling of Chemicals
Æ Supervisor to ensure correct procedures being followed
Æ Update Hazardous Substances Register

Include references to other documents such as work
instructions, plans

3

1

3

1

Residual
Risk
Rating**

Date
Implemented/
Updated

SECTION 5:
Tools for Use
with 'Stage 2'
OHS RM

After the initial assessment, there are numerous resources available for
you to use to assess in more detail:
•
the risks posed by individual hazards
•
specific hazard control options.
These resources are listed below and are divided into 2 parts. The first
part deals with the general risks associated with processing plants and
the second part concentrates on one of the big issues facing the industry,
manual handling and ergonomics.
Abbreviations Relating to Resources
AMPC
AS
BSSPG
COP

=
=
=
=

EBPCS

=

EHMCS-SAMI

=

ISO
MINTRAC
MHMI-WA

=
=
=

MLA
NGH&SMI

=
=

NOHSC
OHS Regulation
OHSRG
QDWHS

=
=
=
=

Australian Meat Processor Corporation
Australian Standards
Beef and Small Stock Processing Guide
Code of Practice - WorkCover NSW (treated as part
of the OHS legislative requirements)
Ergonomic Best Practice Case Studies from Meat
Processing Plants in Australia (2000), MLA
Ergonomic Hazard Management for the Meat
Industry in South Australia (2000), Safer Industries,
WorkCover Corporation SA
International Standards
Meat Industry National Training Advisory Council
Manual Handling in the Meat Industry: Reducing the
Risk (1997) WorkCover Western Australia
Meat and Livestock Australia
National Guidelines for Health and Safety in the
Meat Industry
National Occupational Health and Safety Commission
NSW Occupational Health and Safety Regulation 2001
OHS Reference Guide Australian Meat Industry
Queensland Division of Workplace Health and Safety

Note: Numbers in bold in the 'NSW Legislation and WorkCover NSW
Resources' section of the tables below refer to the number of the
publication in the WorkCover Publications Catalogue (available on the
WorkCover website www.workcover.nsw.gov.au).
(This number was chosen as, even though the number may not always
reflect the document number given to publications downloaded from the
web-site, the catalogue lists all documents available from WorkCover, not
just those that can be downloaded from their website).
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Animal Handling

Environmental
Hazards –
Hot/Cold/Sun

2.

Topic

1.

No.

x OHSRG – Part 4.1
x EBPCS – Case Study 12
x QDWHS
- Safety in Riding Horses
- Safety in Cattle Handling
- Safety in Pig Handling
x QDWHS
- BSSPG pp38-39 (Livestock)
x OHSRG – p139
x EBPCS – Case Studies 9 (pigs) &
18 (beef)
x OHSRG: Part 4.9
x QDWHS
x BSSPG pp26-29 (Cold, Heat,
Sun)

Meat Specific Resources

Part A: General Resource List
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x OHS Regulation – various references
(refer to index)
x COP: Work in Hot and Cold
Environments (2001) (309)
x Work in Cold Environments – Fact
Sheet (334)
x Work in Hot Environments – Fact
Sheet (333)
x Skin Cancer and Outdoor Workers: A
Guide for Employers (116)
x Skin Cancer and Outdoor Workers: A
Guide for Workers (117)

NSW Legislation and WorkCover
NSW Resources

x ISO 7243 Hot
Environment – heat
stress on working
man

Other including
Australian Standards

Plant and
Equipment and
Design

Hand Tools
including Knives,
Cutter and Saws

4.

Topic

3.

No.

x
x
x

x
x

x

x
x
x

x

x
x

x
x
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OHSRG: Part 4.13
EHMCS-SAMI – Case Studies 5, 13, 14
Machine Guarding Bandsaws & Conveyors
NGH&SMI - Section 17.3 – Lighting
CSIRO – Australian Standard for
Construction of Premises Processing Meat
for Human Consumption, 1995
CSIRO – Australian Standard for
Transportation of Meat, 1995
OHSRG – Part 4.13
EBPCS – Case Study 27
WorkCover SA – Guidelines on the
Selection and Use of Cut Resistant Gloves
in the Meat industry (2000) (Also available
from WorkCover SA is the report that this
doc is based on by D Caple)
QDWHS – Meat Industry Advisory Group:
Information Bulletin 2 – Industry Case
Study: Cut Resistant Gloves
WorkCover NSW – Bandsaw Safety Guide
MINTRAC –Bandsaw Safety Training
Modules
BSSPG pp13-15 (Hand Tools)
NGH&SMI - Section 18.4 (a) (c)
AMPC/MLA OHS Innovation Awards 2003
Entry – New Design of PPE for Use with Air
Splitting Saw – Fletcher International
Exports Pty Ltd – enquiries to AMIC

Meat Specific Resources

NSW Legislation and
WorkCover NSW Resources
x OHS Regulation – Chapter
5 + numerous other
references (see index)
x Principles of Machine
Guarding (800)
x Floors, Passageways and
Stairs (104)

Other including
Australian Standards
x Building Code of
Australia
x Also refer to numerous
parts of the OHS
Regulation for
references to reference
documents
x Also refer to PPE
(Hazard No. 27 in this
table)

Slips, Trips, Falls

Manual
Handling/Ergonomics

Working at Heights

6.

7.

Topic

5.

No.

OHSRG - Part 4.14
BSSPG p25 (Floors)
NGH&SMI - Section 13
OHSRG – Part 4.11 and 10.24
Refer to Section 5: Part B for
more detailed references

x EHMCS-SAMI – Case Studies
8 & 19

x
x
x
x
x

Meat Specific Resources
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x OHS Regulation – Chapter
4, Div 6 + numerous other
references (see index)
x COP – Safety Line Systems
(307)
x COP – Safe Work on Roofs,
Part 1 – Commercial and
Industrial Buildings (304)
x Portable Ladders – Safety
Guide No. 4503 (1999)
x Use of Fall Arrest Systems
– No 4512 Safety Guide
(1997)

x OHS Regulation – Part 4.4

NSW Legislation and
WorkCover NSW Resources
x OHS Regulation – various
references (refer to index)

x NOHSC National Standard
[1001] and Code of Practice
[2005] for Manual Handling:
1990
x NOHSC Code of Practice [2013]
for Prevention of Occupational
Overuse Syndrome: 1994
Note: It is planned that there will
be new editions of some of
these COP in the near future.

x

Other including Australian
Standards

Other
Occupational
Disease
Emergency
Management

9.

10.

Q-Fever & other
zoological
diseases

Topic

8.

No.

x OHSRG – AMI: Part 7

x OHSRG – AMI: Part 4.6 ‘Diseases –
Occupational’; Appendices 10.1010.21
x Q-Fever Information Kit for the
Australian Meat Industry, Meat
Research Corporation: 1997
x B&SSPG – pp40-44
x Australian Q-Fever Register –
www.qfever.org
x OHSRG – AMI: Part 4.6

Meat Specific Resources
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Dermatitis – The Facts
Starting from Scratch
(4103)

NSW Legislation and
WorkCover NSW
Resources

x AS 3745 – Emergency Control of
organization and procedures for
buildings
x AS 2293.1: 1998 Emergency Evacuation
Lighting for Buildings
x AS 2444 – Portable fire extinguishers
and fire blankets – selection and
location
x AS 18511.1 – Maintenance of fire
protection equipment – portable fire
extinguishers and fire blankets
x AS 2430.1: 1987 Classification of
hazardous areas – explosive gas
atmospheres
x AS 2430.3.1: 1997 Classification of
hazardous areas

Other including Australian Standards

Meat Specific Resources

x OHSRG – AMI: Part 4.5

x OHSRG – AMI: Part 4.8
x B&SSPG – pp21-23
(Electricity)

Topic

Dangerous Goods

Electricity

No.

11.

12.
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NSW Legislation and WorkCover NSW Resources
(with WorkCover Cat. No.)
x Dangerous Goods Act 1975
x Dangerous Goods (General) Regulation 1999 (NSW)
x Road and Rail Transport (Dangerous Goods) Act
1997 (NSW)
x Should Your Chemical Storage Be Licensed? (406)
x Transporting Small Gas Cylinders (2002) (966)
x COP to Provide Practical Guidance to Meet the
Obligations of the OHS Regulation 2001 (incorporates
2 standards AS/NZS 3012: 1995 Electrical
Installations –Construction and demolition sites and
AS/NZS 3760:2003 – In-service safety inspections &
testing of electrical equipment)
x COP: Electrical Worker’s Safety Practices (for up to
1000 volts)
x Use of Portable Appliance Testers (PATs) for Testing
Plug-In Electrical Equipment in the Workplace
x Staying Alive by Working Dead Brochure (324)
x Danger of Electrical Cable in Walls
x Electrical hazard awareness for operators of high
machinery
x Using Residual Current Devices (RCDs) – Safety
switches
x COP for Low Voltage Electrical Work (2002) (964.1)
x Identification Tool for Electrical – Hazard Profile 2001
(979)

Other

Meat Specific Resources

x OHSRG – AMI: Parts 4.13
and 10.25-10.28
x B&SSPG – pp16-20
(General, Guarding,
Screws, Conveyors,
Bandsaws, Mincers etc)
x Refer also to ‘Noise’ below

x OHSRG – AMI: Parts 4.4
and 10.8, 10.9
x B&SSPG – pp30-31
(Confined Spaces)
x B&SSPG – p38
x NGH&SMI - Section 18.4
(e) – Hot Water Hoses

Topic

General Plant &
Equipment –
including moving
equipment

Confined Space

Scalds/Burns

No.

13.

14.

15.

x

x

x
x
x
x

x

x
x
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NSW Legislation and WorkCover
NSW Resources
Plant Guide 2001 (233)
Thermostatic Water Mixing Valve
Failure (Safety Alert)
Applications for:
o Item Registration of
Boiler/Pressure Vessel (788)
o Item Registration of
Lift/Escalator/Moving Walkway
(791)
o Item Registration of Plant Design
(774)
o Licence to Carry Out Demolition
Work (773)
Guide for Forklift Truck Drivers (7)
Forklift Checklist (215)
Guide for Hoist Operators (14)
Guide to the Safe Use of Tractors
(604)
Rollover Protection System
Application Form (610)
Toxic Gas in Confined Spaces (417.1)

x AS/NZS 2865:1999 – Safe
Working in a Confined Space

x AS 1680: 1990 – Interior Lighting
x AS 1680.2.0 - 1990 – Interior
Lighting Part 2: Recommendations
for Specific Tasks and Interiors
x AS 2359.1: 1995 – Industrial
Trucks Design and Manufacture
x AS 2359.1: 1995 – Industrial Truck
Operations

Other

x OHSRG – AMI: Parts 4.10 and
10.22, 10.23
x B&SSPG – pp32-34 (Haz
Substances)

x OHSRG – AMI: Part 4.12
x MRC Noise Reduction Project:
Final Report (1998)
Covers:
Air knives
Stainless Steel Benches
Hook and Rail Noise
Other Noise Sources
x B&SSPG – pp35-37 (Noise)

Noise

17.

Meat Specific Resources

Hazardous
Substances

Topic

16.

No.
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x Chapter 6 of the OHS Regulation
x The Pesticides Act 1999 (NSW)
x COP for the Control of Workplace
Hazardous Substances (1996) (153)
x Managing Chemical Hazards in the
Workplace: Advice for Managers &
Supervisors (454)
x COP for the Labeling of Workplace
Substances (1996) (152)
x COP for the Safe Use and Storage of
Chemicals in Agricultural (1993) (422)
x COP for the Safe Use of Pesticides in
Non-Agricultural Workplaces (1998) (421)
x COP for the Safe Handling and Storage
of Enzymatic Detergent Powders and
Liquids (1994)
x Reading Labels and Material Safety Data
Sheets (400)
x Safe Use of Solvents at Work (54)
x Chapter 4.3.4 of OHS Regulation
x COP for Noise Management and
Protection of Hearing at Work (1996)
(150)
x Do I have a Noise Problem? (124)
x Noise at Work Brochure (701)

NSW Legislation and WorkCover
NSW Resources

x Noise Control: A Guide for Workers
and Employees (Amalgamated Metal
Workers’ Union)
x AS 1270: 1999 – Acoustics – hearing
protectors
x AS/NZS 1269.1:1998 Occupational
Noise Management Parts 0, 2-4
x AS/NZS 1269.1:1998 Occupational
Noise Management Part 1:
Measurement and assessment of
noise imission and exposure

x AS 1716: 1994 – Respiratory
protective devices
x List of Designated Hazardous
Substances [NOHSC: 10005(1999)]
x AS 1345 Identification of the contents
of Pipes, Conduits and Ducts
x Guidance Note for the Assessment of
Health Risks Arising from the Use of
Hazardous Substances in the
Workplace [NOHSC: 3017(1999)]

Other

x Stress, the Workplace and the Individual
(113)
x Shiftwork: How to Manage Shiftwork (224)
x Shiftwork: How to Devise an Effective
Roster (225)
x Coping with Loss and Grief at Work (21)

OHSRG – AMI: Part 4.3

OHSRG – AMI: Part 4.15

Bullying &
Harassment

Stress

20.

21.
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x Passive Smoking in the Workplace –
Policy and Control (2000) (353)
x Drugs, Alcohol and the Workplace (1995)
(114)
x Violence in the Workplace Guide (2002)
(70.1)
x Workplace Bullying

Drugs and alcohol x OHSRG – AMI: Parts 4.7
x B&SSPG – pp32-34 (Haz
Substances)

NSW Legislation and WorkCover NSW
Resources
x Chapters 10 & 11 of OHS Regulation
x Short Guide to Working with Asbestos
(310)
x Your Guide to Working with Asbestos
(2003)

19.

OHSRG – AMI: Part 4.2

Meat Specific Resources

Asbestos

Topic

18.

No.

x Videos/CD-ROM – “Workplace
Bullying”
o Employee Awareness and
Response
o Roles & Responsibility for
Supervisors & Managers
From: Duty of Care Pty Ltd –
www.dutyofcare.biz or 1300
882 250
x WorkCover WA has a number of
publications on their website about
prevention and management of
stress-related injuries

x COP for the Safe Removal of
Asbestos [NOHSC: 2002 (1988)]
x Guide to the Control of Asbestos
Hazards in Buildings and
Structures [NOHSC: 3002 (1988)]
x Guide to the Control of Asbestos
Hazards in Buildings and
Structures: [NOHSC: 3002 (1988)]

Other

x
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Personal Protective
Equipment

27.

NGH&SMI - Section 21
AS 2336: 1999 – Meat
industry – Hand-Held
Knives
AS/NZS 2161.7.1 –
Occupational Protective
Gloves Part 7.1: Protection
Against Cuts and Stabs by
Hand-Held Knives –
Chainmail Gloves and Arm
Guards

x COP: Workplace Amenities 2001 (308)
x Pregnancy and Work Guide (693)
x Protecting Young Workers from
Workplace Hazards (227)
x Starting Work – Know Your Legal
Rights (915)
x Workplace PPE Program
x Highlighter Safety Vests

Amenities
Pregnancy
Young Workers

24.
25.
26.

x
x

x The Fifteen Minute Farm Safety
Check (666)

Farm Work

x

NSW Legislation and WorkCover
NSW Resources

23.

OHSRG – AMI: Part 5.2

Meat Specific Resources

Laboratories

Topic

22.

No.

AS/NZS 1715: 1994 – Selection, Use and
Maintenance of Respiratory Protective
Devices
AS/NZS 1269.3 – Occupational Noise
Management. Part 3: Hearing Protector
Program
AS/NZS 2210.1: 1998 – Occupational
Protective Footwear. Guide to Selection,
Care and Use
AS/NZS 1336 – Recommended Practices for
Occupational Eye Protection
AS/NZS 1337 – Eye Protectors for Industrial
Applications
AS/NZS 1800 – Occupational Protective
Helmets. Selection, Care and Use
AS/NZS 402: 1999 – High Visibility Safety
Garments
AS 1067.1: 1990 – Sunglasses and Fashion
Spectacles – Safety Requirements
AS 1067.2: 1990 – Sunglasses and Fashion
Spectacles – Performance Requirements

AS 2243 Parts 1 to 9 – Safety in
Laboratories
“How to Use Your All Terrain Vehicle
Safely”, WorkCover TAS
Also refer to ‘Hazardous Substances’,
‘Powered Equipment’

Other

Beef, Pork,
Sheep
x EBPCS – Case Studies 20, 21, 24

x General
Chain/Line/Conveyor
Movement
x Work Height
Adjustment

x
x
x
x
x

x AMPC/MLA OHS Innovation Awards 2003 Entry – Smallstock Evisceration - Vodusek
Meats Cobram Pty Ltd – enquiries to AMIC
x EBPCS – Case Study 15
x MHMI-WA – pp 21-22

x Boning Room –
Layout and Sorting

x Evisceration

x Boning on chain/rail

x Hosing

x EBPCS – Case Study 5

x Carcass Turning
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OHSRG – p147
EHMCS-SAMI – Case Studies 1, 3
EBPCS – Case Study 28
OHSRG – p148
EHMCS-SAMI – Case Study 7

x EHMCS-SAMI – Case Studies 6, 17

x Job Rotation

x EBPCS – Case Study 23

x OHSRG - Part 4.1

x EBPCS – Case Study 26

x Animal Handling

x Moving Gas Cylinders

Manual Handling/Ergonomics: Case Studies/Examples
Product
Task
Meat Specific Resources
General
x Laundry Bin
x EBPCS – Case Study 1

Part B: Manual Handling/Ergonomics Resource List
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Manual Handling/Ergonomics: Case Studies/Examples (cont’d)
Product
Task
Meat Specific Resources
Beef, Pork,
x Boning/slicing on
x MHMI-WA – pp 22-23
Sheep (cont’d)
Table
x Packing
x MHMI-WA – pp 23-24
x AMPC/MLA OHS Innovation Awards 2003 Entry – Bag Lifter – L&G Meats/Westside
Meats – enquiries to AMIC
x Stacking Cartons
x MHMI-WA – pp 24-25
x Transport of hooks etc x MHMI-WA – p 25
x OHSRG – pp140-143, 149
x Transporting/Moving
Product etc in
x EBPCS – Case Studies 2, 3, 7, 8, 25
tubs/barrows/chutes
x MHMI-WA – pp 25-26
x Handling Bone Meal
x MHMI-WA – p 26
etc
x Load Out
x OHSRG – p149
x EBPCS – Case Study 29
x MHMI-WA – pp 26-27
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Manual Handling/Ergonomics: Case Studies/Examples (cont’d)
Product
Task
Meat Specific Resources
Beef
x OHSRG: Part 4.11 and 10.24
x Slaughtering – cradle
method
x MHMI-WA – p 21
x OHSRG – p140
x Sticking
x EBPCS – Case Study 17
x OHSRG: Part 4.11 and 10.24
x Legging and Leg
Removal
x MHMI-WA – pp 17-18
x OHSRG: Part 4.11 and 10.24
x Heads – Lifting,
Trimming, Washing,
x EBPCS – Case Studies 13, 14
Jaw Breaking
x EHMCS-SAMI – Case Study 20
x MHMI-WA – pp 16-17
x AMPC/MLA OHS Innovation Awards 2003 Entry – Head Removal Made Easy –
Tabro Meat Pty Ltd – enquiries to AMIC
x OHSRG – p141
x Trimming Bodies
x EBPCS – Case Studies 6, 27
x Trimming Hides
x MHMI-WA – pp19-20
x EBPCS – Case Study 4
x Separating Offal at
x MHMI-WA – pp 20-21
viscera table
x Tripe Room
x MHMI-WA – p 21
x EBPCS – Case Study 3
x Tongue Cleaning
x EBPCS – Case Study 22
Pork
x Stunning
x EBPCS – Case Study 9
x Sticking
x EBPCS – Case Study 10
x Shackling
x EBPCS – Case Study 11
x Shaving table
x MHMI-WA – p 21
x Rib Removal
x EHMCS-SAMI – Case Study 4
x De-Rinder
x EHMCS-SAMI – Case Study 2
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Manual Handling/Ergonomics: Case Studies/Examples (cont’d)
Product
Task
Meat Specific Resources
Sheep
x Legging and Leg
x EHMCS-SAMI – Case Study 18
Removal
x MHMI-WA – pp 17-18
x Changeover
x MHMI-WA – pp 18-19
x EBPCS – Case Studies 16, 19
x Boning Room –
x EHMCS-SAMI – Case Study 15
throwing meat
x OHSRG – p144
x Flanking and Pelt
Removal
x EHMCS-SAMI – Case Study 16
x MHMI-WA – p 19
x Evisceration
x MHMI-WA – p 20

SECTION 6:
OHS
Management
System
Requirements
For
Implementation

The 'Risk Management at Work Guide' from WorkCover NSW provides an
overview of the requirements of an OHS Management System. These
have also been discussed throughout this guide. In summary, the steps to
be followed in establishing an OHS system include:
1.

Allocation of responsibility for OHS

2.

Developing a plan to safely manage work activities

3.

Involving employees in all activities

4.

Developing procedures/work instructions

5.

Training staff in these procedures/work instructions

6.

Monitoring, reviewing and improving the system
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SECTION 7:
Other Activities
Impacting on
OHS Risk
Management

Management of OHS risks does not occur in isolation. The following
activities and/or programs also need to be in place to effectively manage
risk to the organisation.
Safe Purchasing and Design/Redesign
The organisation needs to have a program to ensure that all:
- new purchases and plant
- design changes
- procedure changes
assist with minimising risks and/or that any risks associated with the
purchases/changes are well managed.
Preventative Maintenance
A program of regular maintenance, housekeeping and calibration of
plant and equipment is integral to effective risk management.
Management needs to ensure the program is implemented and
appropriately coordinated.
Dangerous Goods Storage
Dangerous Goods need to be stored in designated and approved
depots and, if required, a Dangerous Goods Licence obtained from
WorkCover NSW. A manifest of such depots, accompanied by a site
map, needs to be situated in critical positions such as near the main
gate, at reception and/or in Maintenance.
Waste and Environmental Management, Hygiene and Infection Control
These programs are usually coordinated as part of the Quality
Program. The Quality and Environmental Manager will need to liaise
with the OHS Coordinator to ensure all OHS issues are considered.
First Aid - Initial treatment of illness and injury
Treatment of ill or injured workers is usually initially provided by a
team of first aiders. Injuries need to be recorded in a Register of
Injured Workers. Data from these registers must be collated and
presented to management for analysis and action where required.
Refer to the MLA/AMPC Injury Management Resource Pack (2003),
Section 2, for detailed information on how the First Aid Program
should be implemented.
Injury Management
If an injury does occur that affects a workers ability to perform their normal
duties, a comprehensive program of rehabilitation/injury management must
be offered to all injured or ill employees. This program must be geared to
assist the individual to return to pre-injury duties as quickly as possible. A
trained Return-to-Work (RTW) Coordinator will coordinate this program.
Refer to the MLA/AMPC Injury Management Resource Pack (2003) for
detailed information on how the Injury Management Program should
be implemented.
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Workers' Compensation Claims Management
Injured or ill employees are entitled to claim Workers' Compensation
benefits. However, claims management must be monitored by
Human Resources and through reviews with Insurer. The RTW
Coordinator is usually responsible for administering claims, managing
the overall claims review process and for actively linking it with the
OHS Risk Management Program.
Sections of the Injury Management Resource Pack can provide
additional information on resources and options.
Employee Assistance and Health Promotion
Many employers in NSW choose to offer employees confidential, free
support and counselling to help them deal with personal issues,
family issues, work issues and/or traumatic/stressful events. Research
has shown that these have a beneficial effect on individual staff's
ability to work effectively and create a positive work environment for
all staff.
Some general health promotion programs and/or information, such as
stop smoking, healthy eating, dealing with shiftwork and managing
stress, have also been found to be useful in improving employee's
general health. The RTW or OHS coordinator would normally manage
these activities.
The AMIC can provide additional information about these services
and their benefits.
Human Resource Policies
Support for the OHS risk management strategies is provided by
human resource policies and procedures and compliance with
relevant employment acts and awards. There is a need to particularly
focus on:
• Recruitment
• Pre-placement assessment
• Disciplinary procedures
• Performance management (especially for managers).
The AMIC can provide additional information about human resource
management and the benefits of various approaches.
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OOS = Occupational Overuse Syndrome

Location
/Plant/
Task

Hazard/s

1
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Current Controls
x
x
x
x
x
x
Additional Controls Required/Action To Be Taken
x
x
x

Initial
Control Measures
Include
references
to
other
documents
such as work instructions, plans
Risk
Rating*

Rating based on Work Cover NSW Hazpak rating matrix – refer to end of document
* = This rating assesses how big the risk could be if there were NO controls in place
** = This is the residual rating of risk ie how risky is it if all the controls are implemented as stated

WI = Work Instruction PPE = Personal Protective Equipment

F = Form

Residual Date
Risk
Implemen
Rating** ted/
Updated

P = Procedure

RCS ??
Date
Manager/Supervisor
Signed
No
Developed with input from ??, Plant Manager; ??, HR Manager; OHS Committee
Revision ??
Codes OHS = Occupational Health and Safety RCS = Risk Control Summaries RA = Risk Assessment IM = Injury Management

Appendix 1: RCS Pro-forma

Location
/Plant/
Task

Hazard/s
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Current Controls
x
x
x
x
x
x
Additional Controls Required/Action To Be Taken
x
x
x
Current Controls
x
x
x
x
x
x
Additional Controls Required/Action To Be Taken
x
x
x

Initial
Control Measures
Risk Include references to other documents such as work instructions, plans
Rating*

Residual Date
Risk
Implem
Rating** ented/
Updated

Training Required

For Whom

How
Often

Urgency

Provided
Since or
Planned For

1
2
3
4

1
2
3
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Cause Long Term
Illness or Serious
Injury

1

Kill or Cause
Permanent Disability
or Ill Health

Very likely –
could happen regularly
Likely –
could happen occasionally
Unlikely –
could happen, but only rarely
Very unlikely –
could happen, but probably
never will
* If NO controls in place
From Hazpak, WorkCover NSW

How Likely is it to Hurt
Someone?*

5

4

3

2

Medical Attention and/or
Several Days Off Work

HAZPAK Risk Assessment Matrix
How Severely Could it Hurt Someone?*

6

5

4

3

First Aid Only

Note: Information from this table will be used as part of the organisational-wide training needs assessment and will shape all training
plans

Hazard

Training Needs Assessment Based on Above Review of Hazards and Risks

12/08/04

Beef Floor

Total Hazards
Total Hazards to be completed this
month
Total Completed this month
% Complete
Denotes Hazard overdue

14/06/04

10/2/04

Date Raised Raised by

Stock Yard

General

Haz
Area
Code

Status as of: 31-08-04

Manual handling risk when
moving/lifting tubs full of trimmings

Cattle able to get out of stockyard.
Risk of causing accident/injury to
employees/visitors etc

Not all forklift drivers have licenses

Hazard Description

Appendix 2: OHS Action/Hazard Log
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Maintenance

Maintenance

OHS Coordinator

Rate To be
Risk Actioned by

Solution

26/08/04 12/8/04

2 more trolleys made to enable
red tubs to be placed on rather
than lifting

Copies of all licenses obtained
All others placed on log books
Register of user developed
(Re)Training all drivers
conducted
17/07/04 14/6/04
Fences etc repaired
Request submitted Added to OHS Inspection
Checklist

Work in
Progress/
Comments
30/04/0421/2/04 All current
drivers and status
identified

Date
Req'd

16/07/04

12/4/04

Date
Completed

Appendix 3: How to Obtain Relevant Documents
To Obtain Documents
Organisation
Meat and Livestock
Australia
(and formally Meat
Research Corporation)
Australian Meat
Industry Council
Australian Meat
Processor Corporation
WorkCover NSW

Documents can be found
Downloaded – some for free from:
www.mla.com.au
Call 02 9563 9333 to order – or order from Website
Information (eg OHS Innovation Award case studies,
guides) available only to members – refer to Appendix 4:
Contacts.

Downloaded for free from:
www.workcover.nsw.gov.au
Call 131050 to order – or order from Website
Visit your local WorkCover NSW branch (but sometimes
only have limited supply)
QLD Division of
Downloaded for free from:
Workplace Health and www.whs.qld.gov.au
Safety
Call 1300 362 128 to order – or order from Website
WorkCover SA
Downloaded (mostly for free) from:
www.workcover.com
Call 131855 to order – or order from Website (can be very
slow)
WorkCover TAS
Downloaded for free from:
www.workcover.tas.gov.au/resource
Call 1800 670 055 to order – or order from Website
WorkCover WA
Downloaded for free from:
www.workcover.wa.gov.au
Call 1800 366 322 to order – or order from Website
Australian/International Downloaded for a variety of costs from:
Standards from
www.standards.com.au
Standards Australia
Call 1300654646 to order
Or write to:
Customer Service Centre, Standards Australia
GPO Box 5420, SYDNEY NSW 2001
National Occupational Downloaded for a variety of costs from:
Health and Safety
www.nohsc.gov.au
Commission
Call 02 6279 1000 to order
Or write to:
Publications, NOHSC
GPO Box 1577, CANBERRA, ACT 2601
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Appendix 4: Contacts
Organisation
Australian Meat Industry
Council (AMIC)

Australian Meat
Processor Corporation
Ltd (AMPC)

Meat and Livestock
Australia
(and formally Meat
Research Corporation)

MINTRAC

WorkCover NSW

NSW Health

Contact Person
Ken McKell
Manager Human Resources
2nd Floor, 25-27 Albany Street
CROWS NEST NSW 2065
Ph: (02) 9086 2222
Email: kmckell@amic.org.au
Ross Graham, CEO
Suite 1406, Level 14
33 Bligh Street
SYDNEY NSW 2000
Ph: (02) 9223 6900
Email: ampc@bigpond.com
OHS
Kerrie Abba
Project Leader, OHS Programs
Ph: (02) 9463 9106
Email: kabba@mla.com.au
General
Heidi Philpott
Processor Information Services Coordinator
Ph: (02) 9463 9166
Email: hphilpott@mla.com.au
Level 1, 165 Walker Street
NORTH SYDNEY NSW 2060
Jenny Kroonstuiver
Executive Officer
MINTRAC
451 Lyons Road
FIVE DOCK NSW 2046
Ph: (02) 9713 7639
Email: jkroonstuiver@mintrac.com.au
John Robb
Convenor
Meat Industry Subgroup
WorkCover NSW
92 Donnison St
GOSFORD NSW 2250
Ph: (02) 4321 5103
Email: John.Robb@workcover.nsw.gov.au
Re: Vaccinations/Q-Fever Programs etc
Gay Rixon
Senior Policy Analyst, Immunisation
AIDS/Infectious Diseases Unit
Health Protection Branch
73 Miller Street
NORTH SYDNEY NSW 2060
Ph: (02) 9391 9197
Email: grixon@doh.nsw.gov.au
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